We propose a heuristically modified FP-Tree for ontology learning from text. Unlike previous research, for concept extraction, we use a regular expression parser approach widely adopted in compiler construction, i.e., deterministic finite automata (DFA). Thus, the concepts are extracted from unstructured documents. For ontology learning, we use a frequent pattern mining approach and employ a rule mining heuristic function to enhance its quality. This process does not rely on predefined lexico-syntactic patterns, thus, it is applicable for different subjects. We employ the ontology in a question-answering system for students' content-related questions. For validation, we used textbook questions/answers and questions from online course forums. Subject experts rated the quality of the system's answers on a subset of questions and their ratings were used to identify the most appropriate automatic semantic text similarity metric to use as a validation metric for all answers. The Latent Semantic Analysis was identified as the closest to the experts' ratings. We compared the use of our ontology with the use of Text2Onto for the question-answering system and found that with our ontology 80% of the questions were answered, while with Text2Onto only 28.4% were answered, thanks to the finer grained hierarchy our approach is able to produce.
Introduction
Ontologies form the main knowledge structure of the semantic web. There is, however, a consensus among researchers that building and maintaining ontologies are expensive and time consuming tasks. In the learning technologies area most researchers either manually build a domain-specific ontology or assume the existence of such an ontology [66] , [44] .
Ontologies have been used in the field of learning technology for various purposes such as instructional design [37] , adaptive intelligent educational systems [34] , tutorial dialog systems [27] , assessment [43] , feedback and question-answering systems [58] . A comprehensive review of ontology use in e-learning systems can be found in [2] .
In the educational area, in terms of technical solutions to facilitate ontology building, authoring tools for ontology creation dominate the research field (e.g. [68] , [5] ), while semi-automatic [70] and automatic [34] approaches are less researched. In the wider ontology development field, there are tools for semiautomatic (e.g. [39] ) and automatic (e.g. [13] ) ontology building, however, these tools were designed for IT experts, not educators [32] .
Recent research in learning technologies took up existing semantic web knowledge and applied it to improve learning environments. This research includes educational data mining based on semantic web [52] , integrating educational resources with service-oriented architectures and web services using semantic web [44] , and semantic web applications for education [41] .
In this paper we propose an approach to automatically build a general subject ontology (i.e. a domain ontology for an academic subject), for educational purposes, from textual resources, by leveraging data mining techniques. Unlike previous research, both in the educational domain and the wider ontology building area, we use overlapping textual resources to overcome the tf-idf approach limitations. Moreover, while most of the previous research used linguistic approaches that require manually built term lists or pre-defined lexico-syntactic patterns, we propose a frequent pattern mining approach that does not require these, which makes the proposed approach domain-independent and generates a connected acyclic concept graph. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first use of a frequent pattern mining approach to ontology building.
The resulting ontology serves as a knowledge source for a question-answering system. To the best of our knowledge, there are no question-answering systems for education underpinned by automatically generated ontologies. The proposed question-answering system was validated by domain experts using convenience sampling [28] . Also, we used different semantic similarity metrics to validate the returned answers and identify a suitable metric for wider validation (without the need for information from experts). Our experiments show that the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)-based text similarity metric is the most suitable metric for validating the question-answering results.
We validated the subject ontology learning system through the results of the questions-answering system. We used a comparative validation approach by comparing the results when using our ontology with the results when using an ontology Fig. 1 : Ontology learning layer cake generated by Text2Onto [13] 1 , one of the most popular tools for ontology learning from textual resources. This measure of usefulness of the ontology opens the door to new objective ways of assessing a given ontology, when compared with the long practice of subjective assessment by domain experts.
The rest of the paper is organised as in the following. Section 2 presents the related work to our research and Section 3 describes our proposed ontology developing system, including a description of the approach and the implementation results. The question-answering system is presented in Section 4, while Section 5 describes the validation of our question-answering system underpinned by the automatically built ontology. Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses directions for further research.
Background
The term "ontology" has been used in the knowledge engineering community to describe "formal explicit specifications of shared conceptualisations" [29] . Ontologies are used to formally model a domain and represent complex information into machine-readable format.
Ontologies play a key role in the Semantic Web, which was introduced by Tim Berners-Lee [8] to establish common terminologies among software agents. The aim was to enable different software agents to have a shared understanding of terminology. Ontology development is a knowledge engineering task, which requires extensive effort and time. Researchers proposed a number of methods for ontology development in the quest to reduce the complexity of the ontology building process. As a result, the ontology learning field emerged.
Ontology learning is concerned with knowledge acquisition. It consists of several phases which are: terms extraction, finding synonyms, concepts identification, concept hierarchy construction, relations discovery, and sets of rules derivation [4] . Fig. 1 shows the general ontology learning layer cake [10] outlining the phases mentioned above. 1 Text2Onto standalone version released on 09/11/2007, available at http://ontoware.org/projects/text2onto/ Subject ontologies aim to make a subject knowledge explicit. Most of the relations among subject-knowledge concepts are in the form of "is-a" relationship or its inverse "has subtype" relationship [9] . Also, the axioms can be moved to applications (agents) that utilise the subject knowledge. As a result, the ontology layer cake can be reduced to the four bottom layers. Working with just these layers would facilitate a general ontology learning process, while also allowing the explicit representation of subject knowledge.
A number of ontology learning researchers explored Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to discover domain concepts and relationships among concepts from unstructured text documents [61] , [48] , [63] , [21] . The Text2Onto [13] , OntoGain [21] , and OntoLearn [63] systems used NLP tools to extract key concepts from text. They used the tf-idf measure for the selection of domain ontology concepts; this metric, however, is sensitive to the size and specificity of the documents used, thus having limitations in relation to the identification of domainspecific concepts [67, 6] . To overcome these limitations, we use overlapping text resources, which include but are not limited to, short documents containing intensive domain-specific concepts i.e. slide notes and instructor's notes, thus addressing the size (by having multiple documents) and specificity (by using documents rich in domain information). To further distinguish domain from non-domain knowledge we filter terms that are frequent in the corpus of contemporary American English (COCA) [18] , i.e. commonly used terms (non-domain specific).
A number of previous works have employed association rules algorithms for identification of frequent patterns. The predictive Apriori algorithm in combination with a probabilistic algorithm was used in [21] to identify non-taxonomic relations, i.e. non-hierarchical relations. Similarly, a variant of the generalized association rule mining algorithm was used for mapping non-taxonomic relations [38] . Unlike these works, we use frequent pattern mining (the FP-Tree algorithm) for the identification of hierarchical/taxonomic relations.
A statistical modelling method for structured prediction called Conditional random fields (CRF) was used in [23] to identify hierarchical relations. This approach requires manual annotation to train the CRF model, which can then be used for identification of relations. Unlike this approach, we use an unsupervised algorithm which does not require manual annotation for the identification of hierarchical relations.
Many other ontology learning approaches have been proposed from unstructured text, e.g. [69, 3, 11, 53] ; unlike these, our approach does not require any predefined domain specific term lists or lexico-syntactic rules.
Ontologies have been used in the educational field to represent course content [17, 9, 70] . It can scaffold students learning due to its role in instructional design and curriculum content sequencing [14] . Also, ontologies have been used in intelligent tutoring systems [17] , student assessments [46] , and feedback [51, 58] . An ontology-based feedback framework to support students in programming tasks was introduced by [51] . They suggested a framework for adaptive feedback to assist students in programming. The framework aimed to help students in correcting programming syntax errors. In spite of describing their work as ontology-based feedback, they did not describe the structure of their ontology nor the process of creating that ontology (manual/automated).
To validate an ontology, a structural or a functional approach can be used [63] , [64] . The former typically involves a comparison of the resulting ontology against a pre-defined (gold-standard) ontology; however, there is no approved way of evaluating ontologies based on gold-standard evaluation [19] . The latter involves the use of the ontology for a particular task and measuring the impact of the ontology use on this task. We employ the functional approach using the resulting ontology in a question-answering system for MOOCs, a functionality highly required in such courses with thousands of enrolled students.
A typical question-answering system aims to automatically answer user questions which are asked in a natural language syntax. Educational question-answering systems are limited due to the poor quality of the returned answers [26] . On the other hand, general question answering systems return good quality general answers [42] . Domain specific questions typically result in inaccurate answers due to the limitations of NLP approaches based on linguistic information [30, 50] .
A notable exception is the approach in [54] , which used an unsupervised approach for ontology building employing hierarchical clustering and then using the ontology to answer questions related to the medical domain. They constructed the ontology using the GENIA dataset (containing PuBMed abstracts) and created simple questions by sampling verbs and entities according to their frequencies in GENIA [54] . They obtained a very high accuracy of 91% for the questionanswering; however, this may be due to the use of simple questions, which the authors argued were chosen to focus the evaluation on the knowledge extraction, rather than the question handling.
The techniques mentioned above are not efficient for real-time learning environments, especially MOOCs, due to the large volumes of questions involved. Recently, question-answering systems for education and especially for online learning environments have emerged [66, 58] . With the exception of our previous work [58] , ontologies were not used in this research area.
We propose an unsupervised ontology learning framework for unstructured educational text document collections. We aim to make knowledge, existing in these documents, explicit, which in turn, enables natural language applications such as question answering systems. We tackle the ontology learning problem as a data mining task by leveraging educational document characteristics such as cohesion, isolation, and unity.
We use a regular expression parser widely adopted in programming language compilers in a new paradigm to index a course learning content and to identify the learning content concepts instead of using linguistic analysis techniques or predefined lexico-syntactic patterns typically used, e.g. [70] , [21] , [23] , [62] , [33] .
Finally, we propose a novel approach to build the concept hierarchy for the course learning contents. Unlike the aforementioned approaches in the literature [13] , [70] , [20] , [33] , [40] , we use the frequent patterns and the term association techniques to build the concept hierarchy for learning contents by customising the FP (Frequent Pattern)-Tree structure [31] . We use a heuristic function to enhance the quality of the generated concept hierarchy by ensuring that each concept appears in the hierarchy only once; term associations drive this heuristic function. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work uses the FP-tree algorithm for creating the concept hierarchy, nor the term associations to automatically solve the issue of a concept appearing multiple times in the hierarchy.
The techniques mentioned above allow the proposed system to work across different subjects since it does not require any specific lexico-syntactic information. The next section explains the ontology building process in details.
Phase I: Ontology Building
In this section we present our proposed approach to automatically develop a subject ontology. First, we present our definition for a subject ontology and the purpose of developing the subject ontology. The proposed approach is described in detail for all the stages involved in the process.
An ontology is an explicit formal specification of a shared conceptualisation of a domain of interest [60] . An ontology defines the intentional part of the underlying domain, while the extensional parts of the domain (knowledge itself or instances) are called the ontology population. Ontologies are categorised as formal ontologies, prototype-based ontologies, and terminological ontologies [59] . In this research, we build a terminological ontology which it construct subtype-supertype relations and describe concepts by labels or synonyms.
Different ontology learning systems and methods address different ontology learning tasks. As a result, it is difficult to compare these methods. In consequence, ontology learning for education presented different perspectives and had different purposes. So, to clarify our methodology and to build a common background for this research we will define our proposed ontology, identify its purpose, and introduce our motivation for developing a subject ontology.
Definition: A subject ontology is a formal representation of the contents of a particular academic subject that makes knowledge explicit.
Purpose: Learners consume learning contents to get knowledge. We aim to formally represent the contents of a particular subject to scaffold technology enhanced learning systems in delivering course contents to learners. In particular, we aim to answer content-related questions.
Motivation: The massiveness property of MOOCs makes it difficult for the course facilitators to answer learners' questions in a timely manner. This increases the learners' cognitive load and may increase the drop-out ratio. This motivated us to develop a general subject ontology to underpin an automatic answering system for the learners' content-related questions. Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed ontology development system. It shows the different phases to build a subject ontology and the packages we used or developed in every phase: (1) identify subject resources; (2) preprocess the data resources;
(3) extract the subject terms; (4) construct the concept hierarchy and apply our proposed heuristic function to enhance the quality of the concept hierarchy; and (5) export the concept hierarchy into a formal representation. In the following subsections we will describe these phases in details.
Data Collection and Preprocessing
In the educational domain, ontology learning research typically uses textbooks' table of contents, the structure of web pages or text formatting hierarchies to extract the underlying subject terms and to build the concept hierarchy for the underlying domain [20, 70, 9] . Many online and traditional educational resources, however, lack any given structure or text formatting hierarchy. As a result, the existing tools and techniques are not appropriate for these resources. We address this issue by building on the assumption that a subject ontology can be derived from heterogeneous overlapping learning objects (LOs) resources. These resources COCA = the corpus of contemporary American English; POS = part of speech; DFA = deterministic finite automata; FP-tree = frequent pattern tree; DB = database. include textbooks, lecture notes, blogs, and other plain text subject resources. In this context, we do not need any knowledge about terms and the relationships among these terms, thus overcoming the limitation of lack of structure. This also allows a general approach to ontology building, from which ontologies for a variety of subjects can be built.
Generally, in the didactic domain, educators share a set of specific concepts for a subject's knowledge. As a result, when we collect overlapping resources for a subject, we can reveal that subject's concepts.
Educational documents provide definitions and explanations about concepts to be learnt. These concepts have typically low ambiguity and high specificityfor this reason learning objects are good candidates for building a subject course ontology. Textbooks share some characteristics when grouping concepts together in learning units [1] . These characteristics support the proposed approach of learning ontologies. These characteristics are:
-Cohesion: Each learning unit consists of concepts that are closely related. For example concepts like "data", "information", and "knowledge" are closely related and appear together in the "Introduction to Database" course for instance.
While, "Normalisation","Concurrency Control", and "DML" are not tightly connected. As a result, related concepts appear together in learning units. -Isolation: Concepts that belong to different learning units must be independent as much as possible. -Unity: Some concepts, especially fundamental ones, may appear in different learning units.
In order to test our proposed system, we collected overlapping learning objects for the "Database Design and Management" subject. These resources are a combination of book chapters [55, 22] , slide notes, blogs, and Wikis 2 . All resources are stored in plain text format.
Term Extraction
Terminology extraction is the process of discovering terms that are good candidates to represent the underlying domain in an ontology. It is the first and an important step in developing a domain ontology. Arguably, this is a matured phase and a plethora of techniques and measures exist in the literature. However, term extraction for education ontologies has not been examined to determine the best technique for developing a subject ontology. Thus, we use one of the most popular approaches based on metrics of term frequency (TF ), as well as n-grams to ensure the extraction of more complex terms. In accordance with the W3C standard 3 , we use terms and concepts interchangeably.
The relevance of a term to a domain depends on the TF measure, but also, the performance of the concept extraction methods is highly affected by the size and specificity of the documents collection used for ontology learning. As pointed out in the introduction, approaches based on tf-idf are not effective on small numbers of documents, and have limitations in terms of identifying domain-specific concepts [67, 6] . Given the aforementioned characteristics of educational resources, we proposed two approaches in order to overcome these problems: (a) using overlapping text resources and (b) using resources rich in domain-specific information. We used the "tm" and "RWeka" packages in R 4 to process the subject learning resources [24, 36] . Also, we used the COCA corpus (collection of documents) to filter out the frequent common-language (i.e. non domain-specific) terms [18] .
Approach
First, we built the document-term matrix (DTM) which is a two dimensional array data structure. A DTM describes the frequency of terms that occur in a corpus. Usually, rows correspond to words in the corpus and columns correspond to documents in the corpus. The cell value describes the frequency of a word in a given document.
Given an extracted term t in a document set d, we used term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf ) as is described in Equation 1, indicating the importance of a word in a document [12] , as the frequency weighting scheme.
where tf stands for term frequency, df t is the count of documents where t appears, idf stands for inverse document frequency, and N is the number of documents in a corpus. All terms with frequencies above a given threshold θ are extracted as potential candidates for subject terms. Experimentally, we found that a value of 0.90 for θ gives the best list of subject terms. Since we use overlapping subject resources, we expect to identify most of the subject key terms this way. This approach is appropriate for educational documents, and our experimental results reported in Section 5 support this claim.
When we used the frequency measure to identify the ontology terms, we retrieved many irrelevant terms. In order to overcome this drawback, we augmented the obtained terms based on the following approach: we assumed a term is a good candidate for a domain ontology if the term's tf-idf value is greater than the term's tf-idf in the corpus of the daily used terms. To achieve this, we used the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) to get all frequent daily-used terms and phrases. The COCA corpus has more than 189,431 texts in the 450+ million word corpus (the last update to the corpus was in June 2012) [18] . As a result, any frequent term in the underlying subject corpus that is not one of the frequent terms in the COCA corpus is a candidate term for the subject ontology.
We repeated the same approach with frequent n-gram terms, where n is the number of the words in a term (2 ≤ n ≤ 5). We set the maximum n-gram phrase to 5 words since our experiments showed that n-gram phrases that have 6 or more words are not frequent in the corpus even when we reduce the threshold θ to lower values. We extracted the n-gram phrases using "RWeka" package in R [36] . Every frequent n-gram term in the underlying subject corpus which is at the same time not a frequent n-gram term in the COCA corpus becomes a candidate term for the subject ontology.
In the next step, we used "Jawbone Java API" through the Wordnet package in R to identify all synonyms for the candidate terms. Wordnet is a large English lexical database. It groups nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs into sets of cognitive synonyms called synsets, where each synset expresses a distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations [65] , [25] .
A possible disadvantage of this approach, like for many automated approaches, is that some concepts which are related to the subject ontology may not appear in the extracted terms.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for retrieving the subject ontology terms. The algorithm takes the subject course as input and returns a list of candidate terms and their synonyms.
Implementation
The system found all frequent words in the corpus, as well as bigram, trigram, 4-gram, and 5-gram frequent phrases. All frequent terms that are not frequent in the COCA dictionary were selected to represent the subject ontology as described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Extracting subject ontology terms 1: procedure FrequentTerms(corpus, terms) 2:
terms ← null 3:
Θ ← threshold 4:
COCA ← Corpus of Contemprory English 5:
DTM ← document terms matrix(corpus) 6:
terms ← freq terms(DTM,Tf-Idf,Θ) 7:
for (k = 2,k < 6, k++) do 8:
terms ← terms f req(n − gram(DT M, k), Θ) 9: end for 10:
for (t ∈ terms) do 11:
if freq (t) < COCA(t) then 12:
terms ← terms − t 13:
end if 14:
end for 15:
terms ← wordnetSynonyms(terms) 16: end procedure
The "Wordnet" library was used to retrieve all possible synonyms of the extracted concepts. We found that this step generated many irrelevant terms. A possible reason is that terms and concepts in a subject domain are used in more specific contexts than their general meaning. For example, the term "table" is used to describe the data structure for storing data in relational databases; however, synonyms like "bench", "worktop" or "counter" are not used in the context of the relational database subject to describe the same data structure.
These extra synonyms did not significantly affect the quality of the domain ontology, but resulted in an increase of computation complexity of the subsequent steps. Table 1 shows a subset of the terms extracted after implementing this phase. 
Concept Hierarchy Construction (Taxonomy learning)
Taxonomy learning is the process of building a taxonomy by identifying the underlying domain-specific concepts and their taxonomic relations from the domain text corpus. Taxonomies play an important role in developing successful application for the underlying domain [40, 49] . In the ontology learning field, a number of research projects used syntactic and semantic techniques to extract hierarchical relationships among the concepts of the underlying domain [13] , [61] , [40] . However, recently there is a growing trend toward using machine learning techniques to determine relationships among concepts. For example, for ontology learning, association rules have been used for identifying [21] and filtering [38] non-hierarchical relations; conditional random fields (CRF) were also used [23] to identify hierarchical relations.
One of the most popular algorithms is Apriori, which identifies frequent subsets of items (i.e. itemsets) which are common in transactional databases. This algorithm requires the generation of candidate itemsets (a computation-intensive process) and the calculation of a measure of their frequency (i.e. support) which is then used to filter out (or prune) infrequent itemsets. Unlike Apriori, the FP-Tree algorithm does not require the time-consuming generation of candidate itemsets.
In this research, we used data mining techniques to extract the hierarchical relationships among concepts. We leveraged the characteristics of a subject course resources where intuitively related topics are grouped together or appear together in the learning resources (cohesion property). Specifically, we customised the frequent-pattern tree (FP-Tree) structure which was proposed by Han et al. and defined as in Definition 1 [31] .
Definition 1 A Frequent Pattern Tree (FP-Tree) is a tree structure defined as follows:
A It has one root node, a set of item-prefix subtrees as the children of the root, and a frequent-concept header table. B Each node in the item-prefix subtrees consists of three fields:
1. item name: registers which item is represented by the node; 2. occurrence frequency: the number of transactions represented by the portion of the path reaching the node; and 3. node-link: refers to the next node in the FP-tree carrying the same item, or null if there is none. C Each entry in the frequent-concept header table consists of two fields: (a) item name and (b) head of node-link, which points to the first node in the FP-tree carrying the item.
An FP-tree is a compact structure that stores quantitative information about frequent patterns (see Definition 2), i.e. frequent sets of items (called itemsets), in a transaction database; it stores items and their frequencies. In our application, the items are concepts. In order to build an FP-Tree, we need a transaction database (DB) and a minimum support threshold θ, as defined in Definition 2. We considered every paragraph in the corpus as a transaction. All distinct concepts that appear in a paragraph form the transaction items. To capture all concepts we set θ to Zero.
Definition 2 Let C={c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m } be a set of concepts of a particular course.
.n]) is a transaction that contains a set of concepts ∈ C. Let Support (S) be an occurrence frequency. Let θ be the minimum support threshold. Then, P is a frequent pattern =⇒ (P is a set of concepts ∈ C) ∧ S(P) >θ.
In order to generate the transaction database for the subject course, we split the corpus into a set of paragraphs using the "openNLP" package for R [35] . The "openNLP" library is a machine learning based toolkit for processing of natural language texts written in Java. It supports the most common NLP tasks, such as tokenisation, sentence segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, named entity extraction, chunking, and parsing. Also, we used the Stanford coreNLP library for co-reference resolution [47] . We parsed each paragraph in the corpus, and, as a result, we extracted the concepts appearing in that paragraph through the procedure explained in the following subsection.
DFA Builder Approach
In order to extract the concepts that appear in a paragraph, we parse the paragraph word by word to discover all terms in a paragraph. To parse a paragraph, we built a deterministic finite automata for every term or concept extracted from the subject course textual resources. We considered every concept or any possible synonym a deterministic finite automata (DFA).
DFA is formally defined in Definition 3. In our approach, Σ is the set of all natural language words which are selected to represent a subject ontology. We developed an automated DFA generator module that takes all concepts and their synonyms as input and generates a DFA for every concept and its synonyms.
Definition 3 A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is a 5-tuple: (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F), where Q is a finite set called the states, Σ is a finite set called the alphabet, δ: Q ×Σ → Q is the transition function, q0 ∈ Q is the start state, and F ⊂ Q is the set of accept states.
DFAs can effectively process natural language text. DFAs have many advantages for language modeling as well as for mass data processing [7] . The module identifies all distinct concepts in the input list. Every word in a concept is a trigger to transfer the control to a specific state in the concept DFA. Fig. 3(a) shows an example of a DFA for a concept. Any concept consists of a number of n words, where 1 ≤ n ≤ 5. A DFA starts in the initial state q 0 and each word causes a transition from a state to another state. If a word appears and does not belong to the concept words (others), then a transition to the initial state q 0 occurs. This module automatically generates a DFA for each concept. It does not require any specific domain rules or lexico-syntactic rules, which in turn, make it applicable to any domain's concept list.
Every DFA has a final state. When a DFA reaches a final state, it means that the DFA identified a concept. In Fig. 3 (a) the state q 4 is the final state for that DFA. In an analog way, Fig. 3(b) shows another DFA for another concept. The state table generator module joins all DFAs and forms the state table. Fig. 3(c) shows an example of merging the DFAs of the two concepts, c 1 and c 2 . We assumed that both concepts start with the same first word word 1 . As a result, we merged the state q 0 and the state q 5 . We repeated this step for all obtained concepts and their synonyms. As a result, we generated the state table. An example of a state  table is shown in Table 2 .
In the state table, columns correspond to words of the subject concept list and rows correspond to the DFAs states. A cell has three possible state values, which Let c1 be a concept in a subject course ontology. Let n be the number of words in c1. Let others be any word / ∈ c1 words Then the DFA that represents c1 is: Suppose c1 and c2 share word1. i.e both concepts start with word1. Then the DFA that represents c1 and c2 is: input  State  root  data  file  independence  item  model  types  warehouse  database  application  management  Others  Term ID  0  1  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  9  0  0  0  -1  1  α  α  α  α  α  α  α  α  α  α  α  α  1  2  α  α  3  4  5  6  7 8
are: a value of 0 that represents an unexpected word which causes the parser to start again from state 0 (q 0 ), a positive number N, 0<N <α that means a transition to state N, or a value of α that means a final state. If we reach a final state, then we identified a concept. The value in the last column of a given final state (row) represents a term identifier (ID).
In programming languages, compilers use this approach to parse program codes. However, we brought it in a new paradigm to parse natural language statements. Also, we automated the process of creating the state table to reduce any configuration complexity or human interaction with the system. This representation allows us to parse all words in a paragraph and to use phrases to index a paragraph. A paragraph may contain one or more concepts.
By using this approach, portability is achieved since the state table for a subject ontology is constructed automatically. As a result, the knowledge resources can be changed for a different subject and the ontology can be obtained (following the steps in the next subsections) with no extra configuration efforts as the state table is used regardless of the concepts it represents. Consequently, developing a new subject ontology requires only changing the learning contents resources.
DFA Builder Implementation
We used the list of frequent concepts and their synonyms as input to build the state table through the use of the deterministic finite automata (DFA) structure, as explained in Section 3.3.1.
To illustrate this step we refer to the concepts in Table 1 , Section 3.2.2. For simplicity, we omitted the synonyms of these terms. We built a DFA for every concept and obtained the state table, of which an excerpt is shown in Table 2 , Section 3.3.1. This state table is used to parse the paragraphs in the textual resources, as well as the questions. Example 1 illustrates the process of parsing a natural language statement using the state -The first token is "in". We look for its value in the state table[state = 0, "in"];
as the word "in" is not a column in the state table, the value is taken from the column "others" (see also Fig. 3 ). Consequently, for the word "in", the value of state table[state = 0, "others"] is 0, which means that this word is ignored and the parsing starts again from state 0 with the next token; -The next token is "database", for which the value of state table[state = 0, "database"] is 9, which means go to state 9. The next token is "data", and thus, we find state table [9, " data"] = Acc indicating that a final state was reached. Reaching a final state denotes that a term was found, which can be identified from the Term ID (last column in Table 2 ); in this example the term ID is 9, which can be found in Table 1 to be "database"; -We continue until the end of the statement. The result of this step is that we identified all term IDs which are mentioned in the natural language statement.
Through the process mentioned above, another term with the ID 6 is identified, which corresponds to "data model" in Table 1 . Thus, for the example above, two terms were identified.
We used this state table to parse the course learning resources to identify the subject concepts and to create the transaction DB for the FP-Tree module.
Transaction database construction approach
The state table underpins the parsing module to discover all concepts in a paragraph. The discovered concepts in each paragraph represent a transaction. We add this transaction to the transaction database (DB). Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code for extracting the transactions DB and Table 3 displays a subset of these transactions.
Algorithm 2 Generating the transaction database 1: procedure TransactionsDB(corpus, Concepts, Transactions) 2:
paragraphs[] ← SplitCorpus(Corpus) 3:
Transactions ← null 4:
for (p=0, p<paragraphs.length(),p++) do 5:
Transactions[p] ← get all concepts(p) 6: end for 7: end procedure
In an analog way, the state table is used to parse the user questions in the system-answering system -this is discussed further in Section 4.
Transaction database construction implementation
To create the transaction DB, the corpus was divided into paragraphs using the "openNLP" library and the co-references were resolved by using Stanford "coreNLP" library. Table 3: A transaction database sample   ID  Transaction  1  C1, C2, C3  2  C2, C4, C5  3  C1, C2, C4  4  C1,C4  5 C1, C3
Each paragraph was parsed using the state table. As a result, each paragraph will add a transaction to the transaction DB. A transaction contains all term IDs which appeared in that paragraph. As a result, we obtain the transaction DB.
FP-Tree construction approach
The FP-Tree algorithm takes the transaction database as input to generate the FP-Tree structure shown in Fig. 4(b 
Fig. 4: FP-Tree construction
A header table is constructed which contains all the items in the transaction DB with their corresponding frequency (count). It also contains a pointer to the first occurrence of an item (concept) in the tree. Thus, every node in the tree has a pointer to the next node occurrence in the tree. By applying the FP-Tree algorithm [31] illustrated in Algorithm 3, the FP-Tree structure in Fig. 4(b) is obtained, where every node in the tree corresponds to a concept and its frequency count.
FP-Tree construction implementation
The FP-Tree algorithm (see Algorithm 3) was used to build the FP-Tree structure. The algorithm gives as an output term-term association values. The association value for any two concepts X and Y is obtained by finding the confidence of the rule X =⇒ Y ; the rule X =⇒ Y holds with confidence c if c% of the transactions in the database (DB) that contain X also contain Y , where DB is the database Algorithm 3 FP-Tree construction algorithm 1: procedure BuildFPTree(DB, θ) 2:
for (i=0, i < DB.length(),i++) do 3:
for (j=0,j <T i .length(), j++) do 4:
Frequency(cj)++ 5: end for 6:
for (k=0,k <C.length(), k++) do 7:
if Frequency(c k ) >θ then 8:
FrerquentTerms ← c k 9: end if 10:
end for 11:
end for 12:
L[] ← Sort (Frequent Concepts, DES) 13:
root ← new node(FP-Tree) 14:
for ( of all transactions. These values have been stored in a term-association matrix - Table 4 shows an extract of this matrix.
FP-Tree customisation approach
An item (concept) may appear many times in the original FP-Tree structure. However, in the ontology structure, any concept should appear only once in the concept hierarchy. As a result, multiple occurrences of a concept should be removed. To fulfil this ontology structure requirement, we customised the FP-Tree structure by merging multiple concepts into one instance. The criterion used for merging concepts is their frequency. All concepts will be merged under the concept's instance that has the maximum frequency. A top down approach was followed in merging these concepts, by parsing the tree starting from the concept with the highest frequency (top level) down to the lowest frequencies (leaves). All descendant concepts are merged under the concept at the highest level in the structure. Starting from the FP-tree's root node, we scan the FP-tree level by level using Breadth-first Search (BFS). For each node (concept), we move all occurrences' subtrees of that concept, if any, under the occurrence that has the maximum frequency count. For example Figure 5a(a) shows an example of an initial FP-tree structure. Let us assume that we are traversing C2 node under the root node, which has two other occurrences in the tree. Suppose the node C2 under the node C1 has the maximum frequency count; we move all C2's subtrees under that node, which results in the structure in Fig. 5b(b) . We repeat this step until there are no more nodes to be merged.
The merging process may generate a hierarchy where sibling concepts appear in a parent-child hierarchy, i.e. concepts may be pushed down to the lower levels in the concept hierarchy. To overcome this problem, we apply a heuristic function to determine if a concept should be moved to become a sibling of another concept. The decision is based on the term-association matrix, which is obtained by transforming the output of the FP-Tree algorithm in a symmetric matrix form, where the rows and columns are concepts, and the cell values represent the associations values (confidence) between concepts. Table 4 in Section 3.3.6 illustrated a sample of the term-association matrix.
If the association value between the current node and its parent is lower than the association value between the current node and its grandparent, the current node is promoted one level up in the concept hierarchy. Consequently, the current node and its original parent become siblings in the hierarchy. An example of this process in given below.
Algorithm 4
Resolving multiple occurrences and the siblings problem 1: procedure ConceptsHierarchy(Transactions) 2:
FPTree ← Build FP-Tree(Transactions[]) 3:
for c ∈ Concepts do 4:
SourceNode ← c 5:
for node ∈ N odes(c) do 6:
Merge(SourceNode,c) 7:
for child ∈ child(c) do 8:
Parent(child) ← SourceNode 9: end for 10: end for 11: end for 12:
for node ∈ N odes(c) do 13:
A ← Association(c, Parent(c) 14:
B ← Association(c, GrandParent(c) 15:
if A<B then 16:
Parent(c) ← GrandParent(c) 17:
end if 18:
end for 19: end procedure Algorithm 4 shows how the FP-Tree structure is refined to solve multiple occurrences of concepts and the siblings problem. A top-down traversal is used for the first aspect, while a bottom-up traversal is used for the second one.
FP-Tree customisation implementation
We used the generated FP-Tree structure and the term-association matrix to enhance the quality of the concept hierarchy by merging co-occurrent concepts in the tree structure and by solving the siblings problem. As a result, the concept hierarchy is obtained - Fig. 6 shows part of the obtained concept hierarchy, as well as the heuristic function used to sort the siblings problem.
Ontology representation
As aforementioned, most of the relations among subject concepts are in the form of "is-a" relationship or its inverse "has subtype" relationship [9] . As a result, after building the concept hierarchy (taxonomy) for the subject we represent relations among concepts in the resulting concept hierarchy using "is-a" relationship. Also, in the education-content space, four types of properties were suggested, which are: definition, synonyms, example, and further explanation [9] . We extended these properties to represent in more detail the underlying subject knowledge by adding the following properties: purpose, syntax, characteristic, advantage, and disadvantage. We used Wordnet synonyms to syntactically extend the property list. We attached these properties to the subject concepts.
We represent the resulting concept hierarchy and its properties using OWL syntax. Typically, an ontology contains rules and axioms for the underlying domain. However, subject ontologies aim to make a subject knowledge explicit and the application (agent) that utilises the subject ontology can define its own rules to achieve its objectives. In this research, we use the resulting subject ontology to support a question answering system for educational purposes in general and we introduce the question answering system in MOOCs settings. We add rules for the question answering system to achieve its functions. The following section explains how we customise the resulting ontology to support the question answering system.
The final step was the formal representation. The OWL syntax was used to formally represent the subject ontology (concept, property, feedback) triples as illustrated in Fig. 9 , and explained in detail in the next section which describes the question-answering system.
Phase II: Question-Answering System
In MOOCs settings, thousands of learners enrol in a course and course facilitators are not able to answer all student questions in a timely manner. We propose an approach to automatically answer students' content-related questions by using the subject ontology built as described in the previous section. Fig. 7 shows the question-answering interface. It allows users to ask a question in English language via a web form. Fig. 8 shows the proposed question-answering system. The system queries the subject ontology to identify the concepts and the properties in the learner questions. Then, it retrieves the related information from the subject ontology to answer the learner questions as explained below.
Typically a knowledge-base repository underpins a question answering system. The subject ontology was configured to serve as a knowledge-base for the pro- The properties were attached to the concepts in the ontology, and each (concept, property) pair was assigned a corresponding feedback, i.e. answer to a question containing the concept and property. Consequently, the knowledge-base for the answering system is represented as (concept, property, feedback) triples. Fig. 9 is a compact OWL code that represents an example of the ontology triple structure for the "dbms" concept and the "definition" property. First, the system accepts the users' queries in the natural language form. Then, it normalises each query by removing all special characters and converts all letters to the lower case form. The query is split into sentences using "openNLP" library and co-references are resolved (i.e. clarifying to which word(s) pronouns such as "it" refer to), by using the Standford "coreNLP" library. The sentences are parsed word by word to identify the key concepts and the existing properties. The state table, which is constructed in the ontology building phase, is used to parse these sentences. As a result, the system translates these topics and their properties into (concept, property) pairs and returns all triples that match the identified pairs from the user query. Finally, the system displays the answer to the user. If the system could not identify any (concept, property) pair, it prompts the user with a "no answer" message.
The answers depend on the subject ontology: the more robust the subject ontology, the more reliable and effective the answers returned by the system. As a result, the accuracy and reliability of the answers generated by the system reflect the reliability of the generated subject ontology, as the question-answering system can only identify concepts that appear in the subject ontology.
Validation
To validate the generated ontology we measured the impact of using this ontology on the question-answering system for answering content-related questions. The end of chapters questions from the "Database Design and Management" [15] were used to test the system; the contents of this textbook were intentionally left out when building the ontology. In addition, student questions were also used.
The performance of the question-answering system using the proposed subject ontology was compared with the performance of the system when using an ontology produced with the Text2Onto tool.
To evaluate the answers given by the question-answering system, we compared them with the answers from the textbook for 98 questions. We also collected 32 student questions from MOOC forums. The system answered 78 questions out of the 98 textbook questions and 26 questions out of the 32 student questions. The system was not able to answer 20 textbook questions and 6 student questions because their subject terms were not represented in the subject ontology. As a result, all missing terms in the subject ontology will result in no answer for any question related to these terms. Table 5 shows the percentage of answered/not answered questions. To identify the best metric for assessing the similarity of the answers, 5 subject experts (who taught "Database design and management" at university level in 5 different universities) were asked to evaluate the answers to 10 random questions on a scale from 1 (irrelevant/wrong) to 5 (relevant/accurate). Table 6 shows the summary of the expert evaluations. To identify the best metric for text similarity, we used the following 7 metrics: (1) greedy comparison based on Wordnet introduced by [45] to measure the semantic similarity between texts, (2) Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) using TASA corpus, (3) optimal matching using LSA and TASA corpus, (4) greedy paring using LSA and TASA corpus, (5) greedy comparison using Latent Dirichlet Analysis (LDA) and TASA corpus, (6) Corley and Mihalcea comparer (CM comparer) [16] and (7) bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) which is an automated method to evaluate machine translation from a language to another which was extended to find the similarity between texts using the "Semilar" toolkit [57] .
Generally, greedy methods calculate the similarity score between TextA and TextB by pairing every word in TextA to all words in TextB. Then, a similarity metric is used to find word to word similarity. Finally, it greedily returns the maximum similarity score between TextA and TextB. The optimal comparer methods represent TextA and TextB as a weighted bipartite graph and find a matching from TextA to TextB which has the maximum weight [56] .
In order to determine the most appropriate measure for our system we used the aforementioned text similarity measures to calculate the similarity between an answer returned by our question-answering system and its answer key which is provided by the textbook authors.
We used the answers evaluated by experts to benchmark these different measures. We removed the extreme values (which have significant standard deviation), i.e. Q7 where the standard deviation is 2.04, and then calculated the Pearson cor-relation factor as defined in Equation 2.
whereX andȲ are the means of the data sets X and Y respectively. Table 7 summarises the Pearson correlation factor between the text similarity measures and the experts evaluation. The best correlation score of 0.81 is achieved by the LSA based similarity metric. Therefore, the LSA based similarity metric was adopted in the validation step to calculate the similarity score between an answer generated by the question-answering system and its corresponding answer key provided by the textbook authors. Next, we introduce LSA in more details since we adopt it to be the main similarity metric in validating the returned answers. We used the "Semilar" system which is a text similarity tool based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [57] .
LSA processes a matrix to produce three matrices. This matrix is usually a document-term matrix. The column indexes correspond to the documents in a corpus and the row indexes correspond to the terms in these documents M i,j , 0<i<d, 0<j<t, d>0, t>0, where d is the number of documents in the corpus and t is the number of different terms in the corpus. It uses the singular value decomposition (SVD) technique which is formally defined in Definition 4 to decompose M into three matrices T , S and D.
Definition 4 Let M be a matrix with d × t dimensions then M can be divided into M d×t = T t×n S n×n D n×d such that T and D are orthonormal columns and S is diagonal. This is called singular value decomposition of M .
Usually S contains positive values sorted in descending order. SVD allows a simple strategy for an optimal approximation fit using smaller matrices. It uses the maximum k singular values in the matrix S and sets the remaining values in the S to zero. Accordingly, it selects the first k columns of the matrix T and the first k rows of the matrix D. Then, it represents the matrix M using the new augmented matrices as in the following formula:
Applying a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the term-document matrix results in an approximation of it using only the largest k singular values of the decomposition. This represents the LSA model, which is used to find the semantic similarity between words. It can be extended to find similarity between documents by aggregating the semantic similarity measures for all words in these documents.
LSA is an effective tool in detecting word to word similarity beyond the lexical word to word synonyms. LSA is underpinned by the idea that the aggregate of all the word contexts in which a given word does/does not appear provides a set of mutual constraints that largely determines the similarity of meaning between words and sets of words.
We used the LSA text similarity tool ("Semilar") to compare the answer keys of the end of chapter questions to the 78 answers returned by the proposed questionanswering system. Table 8 shows the similarity summary. We divided the table into 10 ranges; for every range, we count the number of answers that fall in that range. For the 10 questions evaluated by the experts, the last column in Table 6 shows the LSA based text similarity between the answer key and the automatic generated answer pairs. There are 71 out of 78 answers (91%) with a value above 60% for the LSA metric. Moreover, the majority of the answers (53 answers representing 68%) have similarity values above 80%.
A possible reason for having answers which have a low similarity ratio is that these questions ask about multiple concepts and some of these terms were not selected among the subject ontology terms. As a result, the system will answer part of the question and ignore the remaining part of the question. In fact, this occurred for questions 3 and 4 of the ones evaluated by the experts.
Some concepts were not listed in the subject course ontology due to the following reasons:
-These concepts are not frequent concepts in the corpus used to build the ontology; -These concepts are frequent in the corpus, however, they are also frequent in the COCA corpus; as a result, the proposed ontology system will remove these concepts from the ontology concept list; -These concepts are synonyms that have not been generated by the "Wordnet" synonyms tool.
This drawback can be overcome by allowing course facilitators to add any missing concepts to the concept list. This task does not require any technical experience. Also, since we proposed an automated state table construction module, the following modules in the subject course ontology system do not require any modification.
Finally, we used the comparative validation approach [70] to validate the generated ontology. We ran the Text2Onto tool [13] on the same corpus to generate a subject ontology and used the generated ontology in the question-answering system to answer the 98 texbook questions and the 32 student questions. Table 9 shows the accuracy (i.e. percentage of answered questions) of the question-answering system using both Text2Onto and our proposed ontology.
Our approach outperforms the Text2Onto tool. We noticed that the Text2Onto tool generated a long list of irrelevant terms when compared with our proposed system, which affected the quality of the generated ontology. Moreover, Text2Onto generated a flat concept hierarchy -most of the concepts appear immediately under the root node as shown in Fig. 10 . As a result, the question answering system performed poorly when using this ontology.
Summary and Conclusion
In this research, we proposed a framework to automatically build a subject ontology from overlapping heterogeneous learning contents in plain text format.
We represented the subject terms and concepts using the Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) notation. We developed a module that takes the subject concepts and generates a state table for these concepts. This state table is used in the following modules to detect the subject concepts for the concept hierarchy construction and for parsing the questions in the question-answering system.
We proposed a novel data mining-based technique to construct the concept hierarchy for the identified concepts. A heuristic function based on concept association mining drives the concept hierarchy-construction module to enhance the quality of the concept hierarchy structure by resolving multiple occurrences within the hierarchy and by solving the siblings problem. The DFA representation and the concept-hierarchy construction modules make our approach applicable to different subjects.
Finally, we proposed a question-answering (Q&A) system underpinned by the resulting subject ontology. The question-answering system answers content-related questions. The system targets the massive open online courses platforms to fulfil the cognitive needs of MOOCs registrants. The proposed ontology learning systems is suitable for e-learning environments, especially for MOOCs settings and educators with novice IT skills.
We validated the proposed systems using the subject course experts and using an LSA based text similarity metric. We used a set of content related questions from a "Database Design and Management" textbook, as well as 32 student related questions, to test the question-answering system and evaluated the quality and the correctness of the returned answers. The results support our hypothesis, as the system was able to correctly answer 80% of the questions, which is significantly more than the 28.4% obtained when using Text2Onto. A limitation of our approach occurs when the system fails to capture some concepts of the underlying subject. It propagates to the question-answering module, where missing concepts are also not captured in students' questions. As a result, it will generate an incomplete answer (a partial answer) to that question. This explains the low similarity values in Table 6 for the questions 3 and 6. Also, the complexity of the questions may affect the quality of the generated answers. Questions at the higher levels of Bloom's taxonomy may not be answered correctly as occurred in question 7 in Table 6 . However, we can overcome this limitation by initiating a dialogue with the learner to ask them to split their questions into multiple sentences.
There are many opportunities to use the proposed system in MOOCs. The resulting subject ontology can support pedagogical agents to support both collaborative and individualised learning, as well as the students' cognitive processes. On the other hand, the question-answering system can be extended to analyse students cognitive needs and give feedback for course facilitators about students learning.
We intend to extend our research to allow instructors or even learners to edit the subject ontology part. Ontology editing has a two-fold value. First, it allows instructors/learners to add any missing concepts that have not been captured by the proposed system; as a result, it enhances the quality of the subject ontology which in turn improves the accuracy of the question-answering system. Second, it builds consensus for the subject ontology which is an important part of the ontology definition and cannot be achieved without having multiple perspectives reflected in the subject ontology.
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